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Towing Hitch Ball 2" - 3,500 lbs
$29.50

The Toyota Towing Hitch Ball is designed 
and tested to meet your Toyota's towing 
specification and quality standards.

Toyota Genuine Dash Camera
$592.60

The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera is 
designed to provide a safe and 
memorable driving experience in your 
Toyota vehicle. Safely record the on-
goings of the open road while keeping 
your eyes on the road. Never miss a 
moment in motion; capture it! The Toyota 
Genuine Dash Camera will also allow you 
to record the surroundings of your vehicle 
while it is parked.

Block Heater
$255.00

This custom-designed Block Heater not 
only warms your vehicle up quicker, but 
also reduces engine strain and wear. The 
system also helps to save fuel and 
battery power during startups, and the 
strain relief electrical cord reduces cord 
damage.

Cargo Net
$70.50

The Cargo Net has hammock-style 
netting with elastic closure. This flexible 
and stretchable, nylon-braided net 
secured by tie-down rings in the rear 
cargo area prevents items from shifting 
around while on the road. Easy to install, 
and remove when not in use.

Cargo Liner
$90.50

Moulded to an exact fit for maximum 
coverage and protection for Sienna’s 
cargo area, the Cargo Liner features a 
raised hexagonal pattern that helps keep 
items stable while on the road. A raised 
perimeter lip designed to contain dirt, 
debris and liquids helps keep your cargo 
area clean and stain-free. The liner also 
features a custom-moulded Sienna logo 
for an added touch of character.

Towing Hitch Ball 1 7/8" - 2,000 lbs
$29.50

The Toyota Towing Hitch Ball is designed 
and tested to meet your Toyota's towing 
specification and quality standards.
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For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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Towing Hitch, Ball Platform & Wire 
Harness
$870.00

The Toyota Towing Hitch System is 
specifically manufactured for your 
vehicle. Each System has been 
engineered to obtain your vehicle’s safest 
maximum tow rating. For ease of use, the 
Towing Hitch Platform has been custom 
designed to accommodate the height of 
your vehicle with conventional towing. 
For safety, the Wire Harness (4-pin flat 
connector) features high-quality plug-in 
connectors specific to each Toyota model 
to ensure seamless taillight and turn 
signal operation. For durability, all Toyota 
Hitch Systems are e-coated and powder 
coated to prevent rust and corrosion and 
are designed to meet or exceed all 
industry towing standards. Please refer to 
your vehicle’s Owner’s Manual for the 
rated towing capacity.

Cross Bars
$287.50

Built to meet Toyota's high quality 
standards for performance and strength, 
the cross bars are designed to install with 
ease and can be easily adjusted with no 
tools necessary. (Loading capacity 
150lbs).

Security System
$253.50

Help protect your investment with our 
security system. With enhanced sensors, 
the system detects unauthorized entries 
and activates an alarm to help deter 
thieves.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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Body Side Mouldings (primed- paint 
cost extra)
$167.50

Protect your vehicle from dings and 
bumps, while adding a touch of elegance 
to your vehicle’s exterior. Constructed 
from highly durable material, the Body 
Side Mouldings offer long-lasting 
protection from any type of minor 
incidental contact to the sides of the 
vehicle.

Pro Series Paint Protection Film
$430.00

Guard the Sienna from weathering, UV 
radiation and road debris that can chip 
and scratch the finish with 3M Pro Series 
Genuine Toyota Paint Protection Film. 
This durable and nearly invisible 
thermoplastic urethane is designed to 
protect the hood and front fenders to 
maintain a like-new appearance. Backed 
by a 10 year limited warranty. At 
participating dealers only.

Cargo Liner 3rd Row
$140.50

Moulded to an exact fit for maximum 
coverage and protection for Sienna’s 
cargo area, this cargo liner covers the 
entire back area behind the second row 
seats when the third row seats are 
folded. The Cargo Liner is made of easy-
to-clean surface that features a raised 
hexagonal pattern that helps keep items 
stable while on the road. A raised 
perimeter lip design helps contain dirt, 
debris and liquids. The liner folds back to 
the size of the cargo well behind the 3rd 
row and can be stored there neatly, when 
not in use. All this with the finishing touch 
of the custom-moulded Sienna Logo.

START+ Long Range Remote Engine 
Starter
$685.95

Toyota START+ Long Range Remote 
Engine Starter enables you to start your 
Toyota from 800 meters or 2,600 feet 
away (unobstructed). Toyota START+ 
activates your pre-set heating and air 
conditioning system, as well as your front 
and rear defoggers. Non-Genuine remote 
engine starters and any damages or 
failures resulting from installation and 
use, are not covered by any Toyota 
warranty. Only the Genuine Toyota 
START+, is covered by Toyota warranty. 
All Non-Genuine remote engine starter 
installation is hostile and requires cutting, 
splicing and soldering of wires and/or 
require an additional immobilizer bypass 
device. All features may not be applicable 
to all vehicle models.

Chrome Accent Moulding
$247.50

This lower Chrome Accent Moulding is 
designed to accentuate the styling cues 
of the Sienna while adding a touch of 
class with its factory fit and bright chrome 
finish.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the 
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not include taxes.
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